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President Obama visits Florida International University on Nov. 3, 2016. The president urges voters to the polls as election day approaches and to “choose hope” by voting
for Hillary Clinton.

President Obama campaigns at FIU
SUDYEN NAVARRETE
Asst. News Director
sudyen.navarrete@fiusm.com

As President Barack Obama’s
term is reaching its end, he’s
taking the time to campaign for
Hillary Clinton. On Thursday, Nov.
3 the president paid a visit to the
University’s Modesto Maidique

Campus.
President
Obama
started
his speech by mentioning the
importance of early voting and
encouraged all attendees to vote
right after the rally.
“The good news is that you
don’t have to wait for election day,”
Obama said. “If you are registered,
you can vote right now.”

He even mentioned the nearest
location to the University, with the
location’s address, for early voting.
The president went on to say,
“The point is, we got work to do,
we must finish what we started
eight years ago.”
Obama reiterated his support
for Clinton, saying there is only
one candidate in the race who “has

Young Trump supporters
find themselves alienated
NICOLE STONE
News Director
nicole.stone@fiusm.com

The vice chair of the College
of Republicans takes precautions
to protect herself from violence
based on her political alignment.
For Cristina Perez, her support
for presidential candidate Donald
Trump has been something she’s
tried to keep to herself.
“I am a Trump supporter, but I
do a lot of other clubs that I don’t
want it to be necessarily known,”
Perez said to Student Media.
Political bumper stickers
appear every election cycle;
Perez owns a Trump sticker but
said she won’t place it on her
bumper.
“I don’t want people to incite
violence on me just because I’m

a Trump supporter,” Perez said.
Instead, she puts it in her
dashboard so that her car won’t
get vandalized.
“I feel it’s easier and safer,”
Perez said.
Kevin Evans, a professor with
a doctorate in political science,
attributes the self-censorship
young Trump supporters adopt
as part of a legitimate response
to polarization.
“Students who are Trump
supporters on a college campus
probably feel that pressure to
a great extent and may feel
alienated,” Evans said to Student
Media. “But this is something
that can happen anytime you
take any political stance –
particularly in today’s polarized
world.”
Evans said some voters may

support a candidate based on a
single stance they may represent.
“I personally know a few
people who are supporting
Donald Trump because they’re
single-issue voters. Literally all
they care about is the abortion
issue … but literally nothing
else and they think he’s sort of
a vile person, but that’s the thing
they agree on and know that he’ll
support,” Evans said.
For many students, abortion
is a pressing issue, but their
concerns range across all aspects
of social justice and into other
realms, like economics.
“I, 100 percent, support
Donald Trump,” said Adrian
Pombo,
a
freshman
and
economics major.

SEE TRUMP, PAGE 6

devoted her life [to public service]”
and who is the next president of the
United States. He said if citizens
don’t work hard enough this week,
then all the hard work will go out
the window because the future
depends on it, especially for the
young people.
In regards to Donald Trump,
he expressed that “he’s a man who

has never shown respect for the
working people,” but spends a lot
of time with celebrities -- with no
concern for immigrants, Muslims
other minorities and Americans
with disabilities.
Obama
also
highlighted
Trump’s
comments
toward

SEE PRESIDENT, PAGE 2

BISCAYNE BAY

Panel discusses
Trump media bias
ZUE LOPEZ DIAZ
Contributing Writer
first.lastname@fiusm.com

On Thursday, Oct. 27, a panel
at the University’s Biscayne Bay
Campus discussed whether or not
the media is biased. University
professors and professionals in
the media industry went back and
forth discussing this question,
along with Hispanic media and
Donald Trump coverage.
University
professors
Frederick Blevens, Alejandro
Alvarado, Aileen Izquierdo and
WLRN-Miami News Director
Terence Shepherd were all invited
to discuss the elusive question on
a panel later opened to audience

members.
According to Blevens, who
holds a doctorate in journalism,
the media wants to cover what the
audience wants covered.
“I don’t believe the media
is biased against one side,” said
Blevens. “I still think that the goal
of the news is to be truth-tellers.
They are biased towards their
audience, and what their audience
wants told, but the idea that they
favor one ideology or person is
not true.”
He further reiterated this by
adding the example of current
political coverage on the news.
“Donald Trump gets free

SEE MEDIA, PAGE 2
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NEWS

NATION & President Obama campaigns
WORLD BRIEFS for Clinton at University
National Geographic’s famed ‘Afghan
girl’ to be deported from Pakistan
The Afghan woman who was the subject of
an iconic magazine cover will be deported from
Pakistan, where she has lived as a refugee for more
than three decades, a judge ruled Friday.
Sharbat Gula, the green-eyed “Afghan girl” who
stared out from the cover of National Geographic
magazine in 1985, was also ordered to serve 15
days in jail and pay a fine of about $1,000 for
possessing a forged Pakistani identity card.
Because Gula has already spent 11 days in
detention, she will be sent back to Afghanistan
on Monday, her lawyer, Mubashir Nazer, told
reporters outside the courtroom in Peshawar, in
northwestern Pakistan.

New mutations helped Ebola infect
more victims during latest outbreak
The Ebola virus that went on a deadly three-year
rampage in West Africa before it was smothered
earlier this year was on the move in more ways
than one. Two new studies show that, in the course
of the West African epidemic, the Ebola virus
underwent evolutionary changes that made it more
deadly and easier to spread from human to human.
In 2013, the Ebola virus started cutting a deadly
swath through Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone,
where it eventually infected 28,000 people, killing
11,000 of them. As it passed swiftly from person
to person, a gene bearing the program for a key
protein mutated in several places, researchers have
found.

Former US Cold War foe Daniel
Ortega eyes landslide in Nicaragua
Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega is set to win
a third consecutive term in office Sunday after the
Supreme Court barred two opposition candidates from
running and the U.S. expressed concern over democracy
in the impoverished nation. The man who defied the
U.S. as the head of the Sandinistas during the 1980s has
the backing of 52 percent of voters, compared with 4
percent for his closest rival, according to a Cid Gallup
poll published last week. The other 40 percent say they
won’t vote for anyone.
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PRESIDENT, PAGE 1
women, saying “If you disrespected women before, you will
disrespect women as president.”
He stressed citizens’ power to make a difference if they
go out and vote.
“All of you are uniquely qualified to make sure that this
uniquely unqualified person cannot become president and all
you have to do is make go out there and vote,” Obama said.
Additionally, the president spoke about the Senate race
and his support for Patrick Murphy, who is going against
Republican candidate, Marco Rubio.
“Murphy kept on pushing for immigration reform, and
the path to citizenship,” said Obama. “He actually believes
in science and that climate change is a problem.”
He went on to say that Murphy and Clinton will help keep
the country and Florida safe from climate change.
“We can’t just have Hillary stuck with a Republican
congress,” said Obama, mentioning how tough it was for
him to work alongside a Republican congress for eight years
because they never agreed with his ideas.
“You can’t spend eight years being against me and now
you’re going to be against Hillary, but you haven’t been for
anything,” said Obama.
He added that he tried to work with the Congress by even
proposing Congress’ plans.
“I will sometimes propose their own stuff, and they’ll
oppose it. It surprises them. I’ll be like, ‘Well, this is in
your Republican handbook. This is in your talking points.’
I thought you were all for this.’” said Obama. ‘“Nah, but
you’re for it now, we can’t be for that.’ C’mon, man.’”
Policy analyst at the University’s Jack D. Gordon Institute
for Public Policy, Randy Pestana, was able to comment on
the rally.
“It was a very hopeful speech, and a lot of it was about
voter turnout, but a lot of it was generally on continuing the
legacy,” said Pestana. “President Obama understands that if
Trump is elected, his legacy is at risk.”
Pestana said that if a Republican wins the election, then
all the hard work put in by Obama’s administration would
reverse back.
“So he’s [Obama] pushing to keep the direction going. So
it was a speech in support of Clinton but also in support of
the mission to keep the country forward,” he said.
According to Pestana, what stood out to him the most was
how not only the presidential race was presented, but also
the Senate and Congress’ race.
“President Obama didn’t just emphasize the presidential
election, he emphasized the Senate race,” said Pestana. “The
importance of Congress, where it goes and the ability to

work together with the president to advance the agenda, he
understands that it’s not just one side or the other, it’s about
working together.”
According to Johanna Cervone, Miami regional press
secretary, the FIU Arena was filled with 4,500 people,
among them University students who voiced their thoughts
about the rally.
Anaruth Solache, a sophomore political science major and
a member of the University’s College Democrats expressed
on the Obama rally and what stood out the most to her.
“Elections overall in the country are showing that Hillary
has a chance at winning, which is great,” said Solache. “Here
in Florida, it’s not looking good because Trump is beating

If we win Florida, we will win this election, so
go out and vote. Choose hope, choose hope
and choose hope.
Barack Obama
President of the United States

Hillary by one point every day and I’m starting to feel that
Donald now – with early voting – has a bigger lead.”
Solache also said Obama has sparked her political
involvement, and that Clinton doesn’t cause the same effect
on younger people as Obama does.
“He’s truly inspirational, the crowd was so pumped up
they were just ready to go out and vote, and I wish Hillary
had that same effect but she doesn’t,” said Solache. “I’m sure
if they were to let Obama run for a third term, people would
support him 100 percent.”
Jasmine Johnson, a sophomore psychology major and
first-time voter said, “It was amazing just to see him and it
was very nice just to be in the atmosphere and be motivated
by what he said.”
Obama spoke for around 45 minutes and before him came
candidate for the House of Representatives, Joe Garcia,
running senator Patrick Murphy and Bill Nelson who all
addressed the importance of early voting to the crowd.
Obama ended his speech by saying that everyone has to
go and vote.
“If we win Florida, we will win this election, so go out
and vote,” said Obama. “Choose hope, choose hope and
choose hope.

Panel discusses Hispanic media
bias against Donald Trump
MEDIA, PAGE 1
publicity on the news, so there
is good, and there is bad, but
news is meant to get the whole
picture,” said Blevens.
Izquierdo, instructor and
graduate director, challenged
this idea. She took the
example of a hypothetical
Sally to explain her point.
“When we were kids,
and the teacher always loved
Sally’s work, that was unfair.
That was a bias for us,” she
said. “So this concept of
bias lives within us and it’s a
perception that we have, and
it’s personal and it’s real and
it’s visceral.”
The idea of media bias
stems from people’s point of
view, especially if they feel
something is against them,
Izquierdo says.
Alvarado, who has been

a part of multiple Hispanic
news companies, offered his
perspective to the discussion.
“Hispanic media, they
can be biased, normally
pro-democratic,” Alvarado
said.
The majority of viewers
are democratic, and in this
way, Hispanic media tries
to cater to its niche market
since the audience does not
feel represented in any other
general media in the U.S., says
Alvarado.
Adding to this is an issue
highlighted
by
Terence
Shepherd, news director of
WLRN. Shepherd explained
that media bias is exacerbated
when non-journalists are
invited to speak on television.
This is mostly done to fill up
free air time, but it also brings
in a lot of bias into reporting.
“The biggest problem for

companies like mine, and
TV networks, is time,” said
Shepherd.
According to Shepherd,
journalism is supposed to be a
careful and controlled analysis
of fact. Yet when people
expect news to be given out
24/7, networks have too much
time and not enough news.
This is when they bring in the
“experts,” says Shepherd.
“They are normal people,
and they are not trained like
journalists,” said Shepherd.
“So most of the people you
hear talking on TV are not
journalists, and everyone has
an opinion.”
Communications student,
Daniel Regimer, voiced a
question of his own on the
subject by asking the panel,
“Do you feel there is a double
standard in the way the media
covered the sexual assault

allegations against trump?”
which Regimer believed
would be different compared
to the media coverage of a
minority.
The panel unanimously
agreed that there was no
double standard because
the Trump allegations were
covered by the media.
Camila Cassio, a junior
public relations major, asked:
“Do you think Mexico will
always be corrupt?”
Alvarado
answered
“I think Mexico is going
through a profound change,
and this will have very deep
repercussions for the media.”
However, it was Izquierdo
who had the last words. She
ended the panel with the
words, “As journalists, we just
have to find that tiny nugget of
truth.”
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Donald Trump ‘cannot be allowed to win’
On the eve of the election,
I am certain of only one
thing — Donald Trump
cannot be allowed to win the
presidency. When Hillary
Clinton says this election is
about who we are as a people,
she’s right.
CHRISTIAN
Fundamental American
GONZALEZ
values are at stake, and Trump
almost invariably stands on
the wrong side of the debate on those values.
Trump and his ideology, insofar as he has one,
cannot be coherently supported by conservatives.
Liberals, to their credit, already overwhelmingly
reject Trump; there is no need to belabor the point
there. Echoing the sentiments of the National
Review, I will attempt to make one last-ditch case
against the right-leaning arguments in support of
“The Donald.”
Essentially all right-wing arguments for
Trump are different manifestations of the same
premise: Trump, despite his considerable
problems, remains a lesser evil than Clinton.
For example, conservatives like Deroy
Murdock of the National Review have pointed
in horror to how Clinton would nominate at
least one liberal to the Supreme Court, thereby
effecting a significant left-wing shift in the
Court’s ideology.
RIGHT TURN

Like him, I share concerns about such an
event taking place, but we must juxtapose the
nomination of a liberal to the Court to what
Trump’s alternative would be. And, when
compared, a left-wing Court is far more desirable
than a president who espouses positions blatantly
irreconcilable with the Constitution.
Specifically, two of Trump’s pronouncements
regarding how he plans to prosecute the War
on Terror are flagrant transgressions against
international law, United States law and
elementary morality.
First, Trump stated he would “bring back
waterboarding, and a lot worse.” What Trump
means by “a lot worse” is unclear, but by no
means reassuring. Waterboarding is already
considered torture by the U.S., which is why
it was banned by both the Bush and Obama
administrations.
Anything “worse” than waterboarding is sure
to constitute torture — and is therefore banned
by the Geneva Convention, to which the U.S. is a
signatory. Article six of the Constitution declares
that all treaties signed by the U.S. also become
the “supreme law of the land,” meaning that
violations of the Geneva Convention are also
infractions of United States law.
Second, Trump said we ought to “take out”
the families of terrorists. In other words, he holds
the curious position that to combat terrorism

we must employ terrorism. Targeting civilians
would not merely be a despicable war crime, it
would also blur and perversely invert any moral
distinction between America and groups like
al-Qaida or ISIS.
For the constitutionally minded especially,
a liberal Supreme Court should be a far better
alternative to the election of a candidate
brazenly calling for violations of the Geneva
Convention(s) and the U.S. Constitution.
Another argument in favor of Trump is that
Clinton would cause irreparable harm to this
country by continuing President Obama’s legacy
and shifting this country even more to the left.
Ironically, however, many of Trump’s positions
are actually to the left of Clinton’s. On several
issues, he sounds more like Noam Chomsky than
William F. Buckley.
This order, created by the United States
after World War II, is responsible for the Pax
Americana: an era of nearly unprecedented peace
and prosperity, which never would have survived
without America’s commitment to upholding it.
All of this sounds great, and it would sound
even better if there existed even a shred of
evidence to support those assertions. Trump is
the physical embodiment of the alleged greedy
and corrupt establishment — an out of touch
businessman with some rather shady business
practices, supremely ignorant on many important

DESPERATION

issues of policy, who for many years was funding
the campaigns of, among others, Hillary Clinton.
Supporters of Trump often say, fair enough,
he sometimes says ridiculous things. Yes, his
proposals about such matters as immigration
border on the delusional. But, at the end of the
day, it doesn’t matter because he doesn’t really
mean most of what he says; he is simply using
abrasive rhetoric in order to get elected.
It is for these reasons, and others upon which I
did not touch, that voting for a man who so clearly
disregards basic moral norms, such as that against
ridiculing disabled reporters, is unjustifiable.
Voting for a person who is running on a platform
that blatantly violates his own country’s law is a
tacit support for criminality. Voting for Trump in
full knowledge of his proposal to intentionally
murder innocent people is an act almost beyond
simple descriptions of good and evil.
To elect Trump is to sign the death note on
the conservative movement in this country for a
long, long time.
Christian Gonzalez is a contributing writer
for FIU Student Media. His column, Right Turn,
is a commentary on foreign affairs, culture, and
social sciences. For suggestions or comments,
please contact Christian at christian.gonzalez@
fiusm.com

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Trump’s platform
‘creeping socialism’

Samuel Pritchard-Torres/The Beacon

Aquariums are killing the environment

The ocean is quickly
becoming depleted of
organisms and part
of the blame is on the
animal entertainment
industry.
Most of us do not
have the luxury of
being able to go on a
AMANDA JUNG
safari ride in Africa or
seeing wild elephants in
India. Instead, we go to the zoo or get a day
pass to the aquarium.
This option has proven to be the most
convenient for human beings. But you
might not have stopped to think about the
inconvenience it has created for the animals
and the environment.
When you go to the zoo or aquarium for
the day, the least of your worries is going
EYES ON THE
EARTH

to be what effect these businesses have on
the animals or the ecosystem. You cannot
help but wonder how these animals ended
up being contained in small cages and how
this continuous process might result in more
harm than good.
“Removing animals from the wild can
have serious consequences — both for their
survival as a species and for their habitat,”
according to Jane Lee, a news writer and
editor for National Geographic.
Animals have an important role when it
comes to the ecosystem.
Essentially, every organism is a source
of food for another living organism.
Families go to marine parks for the day
just to see massive whales leap through
the air and to swim with dolphins. Simply
buying a ticket to one of these parks is
contributing to the endangerment of whales.

SEND US YOUR LETTERS
Have something on your mind? Send your thoughts (400 words maximum)
to opinion@fiusm.com or drop by our offices at either GC 210 or WUC 124.
With your letter, be sure to include your name, major, year, and copy of your
student ID. The Beacon will only run one letter a month from any individual.

Wild animals were never designed to be
constricted to small cages and tubs of water.
These creatures were built for the ocean,
meant to swim hundreds of miles a day and
all have an important role in the ecosystem.
It doesn’t take a scientist to realize
that if these animals go extinct, then our
environment will be in serious trouble.
If you are an avid visitor of the zoo or
the aquarium, I think it is important that you
seek other forms of entertainment. There are
plenty of other ways for us as a society to
appreciate wildlife without doing any harm
to the animals or our ecosystem.
Amanda Jung is a contributing writer
for FIU Student Media. Her column,
Eyes on the Earth, is a commentary on
current global environmental issues. For
suggestions or comments, please contact
Amanda at opinion@fiusm.com.

DISCLAIMER
The opinions presented within this page do not represent the
views of The FIUSM Editorial Board. These views are separate from
editorials and reflect individual perspectives of contributing writers
and/or members of the University community.

Donald Trump is a Democrat.
A Democrat representing an
economic worldview preceding
America’s very own Bill
Clinton. A Democrat who
believes
in
protectionism
where,
in
this
current
economic
JOSHUA LANE
climate, would translate to fairer
deals which is what supposedly
he’s all about in his book, “The Art of the Deal”
(1987).
With this, labor unions must be empowered and
they will not be empowered by Hillary Clinton.
Being for a common market and open borders
will actually cause great harm to labor unions.
Unfettered immigration simply does not work,
especially with the rise of international terrorism.
A common market only works if fair deals
are put into place with meat, and a substantial
economic threat: A tariff. Placing a tariff, no
matter how slight, to our competitors whose
allegiances, or loyalties, are shady will make us
better off in the long-run until those allegiances
definitively change.
This is what the old Democratic Party was
about. This is creeping socialism. This is what
made America great in the 1950’s and the
1960’s despite its social ills relating to ethnic
discrimination.
Vote your conscience.
And, write a letter to the Trump telling him to
tone down his sarcasm, if elected.

Joshua Lane
Junior
International Relations

EDITORIAL POLICY
Editorials are the unified voice of the editorial board, which is composed
of the editor in chief, management, and the editors of each of the four
sections. The Beacon welcomes any letters regarding or in response to its
editorials. Send them to opinion@fiusm.com.
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Professor ‘rocks’
his career
JADE MOTEN
Contributing Writer
life@fiusm.com

Accepting
u n l i k e l y
opportunities
can
shape
a
career,
according
to
one
of
the
GRENVILLE
U n i v e r s i t y ’s
DRAPER
Earth
and
Environment professors.
Grenville Draper, who holds
a doctorate in geology, says
he excelled at physics and
originally wanted to pursue this
as a career, instead of geology.
The scholarship offered
to him when accepted to the
University
of
Cambridge
required him to take a year
off between high school and
university. Instead of being
discouraged, Draper decided
to join the Voluntary Service
Overseas program which placed
him in the Geological Survey of
the New Hebrides.

science and that’s where he
gained knowledge and interest
in geology, Draper says.
“I got involved in field work
and learned about the things I’d
be doing. I very much enjoyed
that experience…,” said Draper.
“You know, that’s the thing about
those kinds of [experiences], it
usually has more of an impact
on the person who’s a volunteer
than the other way around. This
is where I got the glimpse into
the insight into what was going
on in geology.”
A year later, when he arrived
at Cambridge, Draper studied
geology and crystalline state,
which is the “crystal structures,
the basis of all minerals,”
according to Draper.
Theories on plate tectonics
had just started developing,
according to Draper, and
that reinforced his interest in
geology.
“It was a very heady time,
something new coming out
every day and it was not just
something new, but it was
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PRISON REFORM

Javier Sanlley/The Beacon

The Student Alliance for Prison Reform met on Thursday, Nov. 3 to showcase a display of
mannequins representing the controversial prison system in the United States of America.

FIU students explain the
importance of voting
From President Barack Obama to
first-time voters, everyone is discussing
the importance of getting to the polls
and voting.
With Election Day just around
the corner, registered citizens at the
University voiced their opinion on the
future of their community.
CHRISTOPHER
Sophomore Georgina Rayo,
DOWNS
studying business management said, “I
got to vote in my first election, it was
pretty cool … I get to choose who’s the next leader of
America.”
Rayo, by experiencing her parents’ process to obtain
U.S. citizenship, felt compelled to exercise her right to
vote in honor of her mom.
“My mom is an immigrant and I’m able to exercise
my right to vote,” she said.
Rayo said her primary concern is the people who have
decided not to vote based on the unfavorable opinions of
both presidential candidates.
Laniah Harris, a sophomore studying mass
communications, said that many young 18 and 19 year
olds overlook the impact their vote has during the election.
“Most people are concerned with material things —
and voting is a milestone in person’s life and should be
exercised to its full extent,” said Harris.
Harris also mentioned how uneducated many people
are on the political system.
COLUMNIST

I got involved in field work and learned about the things
I’d be doing. I very much enjoyed that experience... You
know, that’s the thing about those kinds of [experiences].
Grenville Draper
Professor
Earth and Environment Depatment

Described as a volunteer
experience that later became
“the model of Peace Corps,”
Draper explained that the
program would send participants
to lesser developed nations to
train the locals and become
intermediates between those
who ran the countries and the
local people.
Assigned to New Hebrides,
now known as Vanuatu, Draper
felt that it was “about as far
away from Britain as you can
get.” The program wanted
someone knowledgeable in

PUTT PUTT

changing the whole field,” said
Draper. “A paradigm shift, a
revolution in science; to witness
that was really quite something.”
Draper understood his service
was more than a volunteer
position, it could mold his life.
“It’s there where I decided
that I liked geology more than
physics, I still liked physics. I
had just seen the lifestyle of a
geologist and it incorporated
things I did for a hobby,” said
Draper. “You needed to be able
to draw, work

SEE ROCK, PAGE 6

It gives you the right to excercise your
freedom of speech as beliefs and values.
Eugenia Hallbert
Senior
Psychology and Criminal Justice

“They get swayed in the wrong direction due to the
influences from people around them instead of decid[ing]
on their own,” said Harris.
Eugenia Hallbert, a senior double majoring in
psychology and criminal justice, expressed the same
sentiment.
“People are not aware of who’s on the ballot and
what they stand for,” she said, suggesting it’s as if they’re
blindly picking someone for president.
She concludes by demonstrating the importance of
voting among students.
“It gives you the right to exercise your freedom of
speech as beliefs and values,” said Hallbert. “It allows
you to have a voice and make a change that will impact
your future.”

ernesto gonzalez/The

Beacon
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Lady Gaga’s ‘Joanne’ goes
‘personal, deep into roots’
Following a threeyear absence from the
music scene, mega
popstar Lady Gaga
returns in the most far
out way a star of her
power can go in this
stage of her career —
JOSEPH
not going far out at all.
CARDENAS
In September 2016,
we got a taste of Gaga’s
new album era, “Joanne,” named in honor
of an aunt she never knew who died
young. “Perfect Illusion,” the album’s lead
single, laid out Gaga’s new phase: glam
punk with a hint of new passion the public
hasn’t seen in her since the early days of
“Born This Way.”
The weeks since then have only seen
more of Gaga opening herself up to show
her new approach to this album. It follows
a critically and commercially unsuccessful
third LP, “ARTPOP,” a jazz collaboration
with Tony Bennett and more than a year’s
worth of general silence with sparks of
interest here and there.
Most recently, Gaga has been riding
on the high of starring in two season of
FX’s “American Horror Story” —for
which she won a Golden Globe award—
as well as singing the national anthem at
the Super Bowl and being nominated for
an Academy Award. Rest assured, almost
everyone has been excited to know what
she’s doing next.
“Joanne” sees Gaga putting a pause
on returning to the pop music that started
her fame, and instead stripping down for a
COLUMNIST

more personal musical experience. Almost
every track on the album has a guitar, with
some country twang that is unmistakable.
Surprisingly, Gaga knows how to make a
solid country song, which is a foundation
for this spectacular album.
“I was pretty hesitant before I listened,”
said junior and WRGP DJ host Harold
Lopez.
He said despite initial hesitance, the
album surpassed his expectations.
“I liked that she went personal, deep
into her family roots,” said Lopez.
The country vibe paves a way for the
latest singles released prior to the album’s
debut. “Million Reasons” is a slow burner,
but the lyrics are somber and pull the
listener into the emotion behind the words.
It also displays Gaga’s vocal peaks and
breadth the best.
The follow-up, “A-YO,” is the most
fun track of the album, and it’s noticeable.
Purely a country rock anthem about having
a good time, it still has all the catchy
nuances of a Lady Gaga song starting
from its intro (“Heeeere we go!”) down to
its hook (“A-YO! A-YO!”). The song has
been confirmed as the next formal single
of the album.
The title track is one of the album’s
most outstanding lyrically, dedicated to
Gaga’s late aunt Joanne. Her aunt died of
lupus decades ago, and has been a constant,
subtle presence in her life and career.
As such, it captures her almosthaunting, yet warm presence on the album
as its muse - Gaga calling “Girl, where do
you think you’re going?” in the chorus. It’s

a fitting tribute to any loved one the angels
aren’t ready for.
“Angel Down” is a powerful, yet
modest tribute to Trayvon Martin. Keeping
this in mind, it’s one of the more serious
songs Gaga has ever made, and its words
carry a beautiful, heavy weight in them.
Another of the album’s biggest
highlights is the infectious “Dancin’ in
Circles,” the closest Gaga returns to form,
with a Spanish flare. It’s a truly refreshing
song to jam to.
“Sinner’s Prayer” is one of the several
other country-inspired songs that has an
unexplainable earworm quality to it. The
first track, “Diamond Heart,” introduces
the wildness and vulnerability displayed in
the album’s every chord and word.
Other notable tracks are “John Wayne,”
the Florence Welch collaboration “Hey
Girl” and bonus track, “Just Another Day.”
The album does well to have few filler
tracks, many of the songs are truly great.
Though listeners may not be
accustomed to the new change in style,
“Joanne” proves Lady Gaga can step
outside her norm and still perform
excellently.
The album has been out for some
time. If you’ve been waiting to hear from
Lady Gaga, expect something different
and fresh, and expect to rock and roll. It’s
currently on iTunes and other retailers, as
well as digital streaming.
“I think people are gonna see a different
Gaga,” Lopez said. “I’m always excited
for a new Gaga era.”
Samuel Pritchard-Torres/The Beacon
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Healthy Living Program offers ‘amazing’ services
KATHERINA DEL RIO
Staff Writer
katherina.rio@fiusm.com

For senior Jonathan Saint-Fort, the best way
to start the day is by receiving a complimentary
massage at the University’s Student Health
Center.
“It was absolutely amazing. It was only 10
minutes so it was a little short, but I go almost
every morning. It’s a great way to kick-start my
day,” Saint-Fort said walking out of the center at
the Modesto Maidique campus.
This service, along with various other
wellness services, are available on both the
Modesto Maidique and Biscayne Bay campuses
and are open to all students through the
University’s Healthy Living Program.
The program offers personal consultations,
fitness assessments, HIV testing, aromatherapy,
massages,
yoga,
nutritional
services,
acupuncture, safer sex materials and a student
food pantry.
“Everything is free for students, except
extended services,” said Isabel Capella, the

health educator at BBC’s Healthy Living
Program. Extended services are only available
for massages and acupuncture and prices range
from $25 to $50.

coordinator at MMC.
“I wake up early and am calling at 7:59
a.m. because they book up so quickly,” said
Saint-Fort.

It was absolutely amazing. It was only 10 minutes so it was a
little short, but I go almost every morning. It’s a great way to
kick-start my day.

Jonathan Saint-Fort
Senior
However, the most popular service provided
is the complimentary 10-minute massage.
Walk-ins are available for massages on
both campuses but appointments are highly
recommended as most massages for the day
are booked within the first half hour of the
day, according to Ebonie Parris, the wellness

Saint-Fort is not the only regular at the
Healthy Living Center. Carla Llora, MMC’s
massage therapist, says she has many students
who come in at least once a week.
“They relieve stress not only physically but
mentally during the massage,” said Llora, who
tries to talk to students to get their mind off of

their school and work stresses to relax during
their treatment.
Students struggling with stress management
can schedule a personal consultation on either
campus with a certified health educator.
“I help them see what behavior is causing
them stress so we can prevent it,” said Capella.
Personal consultations are also available
for students with questions regarding wellness,
sexual health, asthma, tobacco and sleep
behaviors.
Additionally, to help encourage healthy
lifestyles, students can receive an individualized
fitness assessment and meet with a registered
dietitian.
The student food pantry is also a part of the
Healthy Living Program at BBC and offers
nonperishable food items to students free of
charge.
The Healthy Living Program is located at
the Wolfe University Center, room 307 in BBC
and at SHC, room 180 in MMC. For more
information, visit, www.studenthealth.fiu.edu.

FIU students share reasons why they will
vote for Trump in the 2016 election

TRUMP, PAGE 1

He explained that he is very open about his views,
regardless of what other students may think and is an avid
supporter of Trump who has aligned himself with the pro-life
movement.
“Abortion is killing life and nobody has the right to kill
life,” Pombo said to Student Media.
For Perez, however, safety and immigration concern her
most.
“I care about safety in America. This is a free world, but
at the same time we need to make sure our people are safe,”
Perez said. “I don’t agree with a Syrian refugee coming into
the country because they’re a big safety issue and that’s been
proven by WikiLeaks and other things.”
Perez believes Trump wants to implement an immigration
policy that will not “get taken advantage of.”
Another aspect young Trump supporters like about the
Republican candidate is his bluntness.
“I think Donald Trump will be a great president for the
United States. His business skills will benefit the United
States greatly and furthermore than Hillary Clinton’s. I feel
that people bash Donald Trump out of pure ignorance because
he’s upfront about things. People don’t like being told how it’s
supposed to be told. They like sugar-coating things,” Pombo
explained.
While Perez feels Trump’s composure isn’t the greatest,
she believes people are deterred from Trump because of his
notorious temper.
“A lot of people would say that he just attacks people. I
think it’s more important that he actually cares,” she said.

“He’ll know your name and your story. That’s more important
than anything else.”
According to Perez, Clinton is an “expert politician” and
untrustworthy.
“She has the facts presented right in front of her, that it’s
unsafe to let them [Syrian refugees] in and she still does it.
So I can’t trust her … She’s gotten caught up as an expert
politician,” Perez said.
“What is more important: trust or composure?” Perez
asked.
Astrid Arrarás, who holds a doctorate in Latin American
politics, democratization and political development from
Princeton University, said the University is not a very
politicized campus in comparison to other universities at
which she has taught.
The senior lecturer and associate director of Undergraduate
Studies also brought up the point that Trump’s stances on
some issues may alienate some groups as much as his own
young supporters.
“Trump is doing very well in Miami and Florida. It’s just
that some of his positions are alienating some groups such as
women, Latinos and African Americans for example, but I
have Latinos and African Americans in my classes who are
voting for Trump,” Arrarás said. “Maybe in some circles,
voting for Trump is something to be embarrassed about or
criticised, and that’s why they stay quiet.”
Nonetheless, she says that she has classes where there are
more Republican students and others with more Democrats
but it’s important to note that among her Republican students,
their vote for Trump may be an anti-Hillary vote.
“They’re voting for the party, most of them. And they’re

voting for the best candidate of two candidates that are not the
best,” Arrarás said.
For the most part, the College of Republicans have not seen
a schism in their political alignments this election, said Perez.
“I think we’re all accepting the whole Trump thing,” Perez
said to Student Media.
Arrarás mentioned that the dynamic of this election is
going to be very interesting for political analysts because
everything they know about political science and American
politics hasn’t worked this election.
“It’s fascinating that someone like Trump has survived as a
politician,” Arrarás said.
Evans believes a big contributor to Trump’s rise as the
Republican candidate was the party’s inability to coordinate
early in the process and focus their resources toward a single
candidate.
“The Republican Party had a hard time because of the
coalition they had, managing that coalition and putting a
strong foot forward with a clear preference for a candidate.
As a function of that, endorsements, resources and media
attention remained divided and never honed in on one person,”
Evans said.
According to Evans, this inconsistency allowed Trump to
bubble to the top.
“Our age group is very liberal. Our age group just wants
everybody to be happy and have all these things that make
America great, but i just don’t think that that’s the way to get
there: to automatically force it on everybody,” Perez said.
“I think we have to come up with ways to do it slowly and
ways to get it done where everybody can agree on it. I’m not a
Bernie supporter, but I understand the goal there.”

A rocky start leads to a smooth discovery
ROCK, PAGE 4
really quite something.”
Draper knew the importance
of timing. “I’ve had a knack at
being around the right place at
the right time because I grew up
in Britain when the Beatles and
the whole British invasion broke.
And the rolling stones are still
going strong, I remember their
first television appearance. And I
also lived in Jamaica when Bob
Marley broke as an international
star.”
Draper
understood
that
his service was more than a
volunteer position, it could mold
his life. Draper exclaimed, “It’s

there where I decided that I liked
geology more than physics, I
still liked physics. I had just
seen the lifestyle of a geologist
and it incorporated things I
did for a hobby. You needed
to be able to draw, work with
maps, photographs and I did
all this stuff already anyway. It
was a chance to have outdoor
experience. So, at the end of my
first year it just seemed like a no
brainer and I decided to pursue
geology.”
In finding that geology was
where he wanted his career to go,
Draper took other chances that
shaped his life into an adventure.
While others typically went off
to “Wales or Scotland,” Draper

and his friend decided to do
“something different. The tropic
beckoned again. And we kind of
suddenly hit on the Caribbean.
Mainly because I was literally
blindfolded and put a pin there.
We thought it was a good idea.”
Although not too many students
went there, one of this colleagues
“pointed out that a previous grad
had gone [to the West Indies] and
worked with the University of the
West Indies. We had a contact.
He encouraged us to come out.”
At the time when it was nearly
impossible to get a flight to the
West Indies, Draper devised
a way to get there. Another
colleague suggested that Draper
could ride across the Atlantic

on an oil tanker. Draper and his
two friends did just that- from
Holland to Trinidad, then onto
Jamaica by plane.
Jamaica is where he was the
first person to discover a rock
called blueschist in the island.
“One day it was raining,
as it does in the summer in the
Caribbean, and I saw a rock
that looked kind of bluish in
color. Something in the back of
my mind told me that that was
important for some reason.
I wasn’t actually thinking
of blueschist. But then later
we prepared some rocks in the
laboratory and also we looked
at those when we got back to
Cambridge. In the microscope I

thought it a was a blue mineral
called glaucophane. Nobody else
had ever reported it there [in
Jamaica] before,” said Draper.
“It was an important find if it
was correct. And another mentor
agreed with me and we double
checked it, and confirmed it was
in deed it was glaucophane, the
main mineral in a blueschist.”
This is an important find,
Draper says, which tells us
a convergent plate boundary
existed in Jamaica in the past,
became the basis of Draper’s first
published paper, future research
and a further glimpse into what
his career would hold.
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RELIEVE
WITH
YOGA
Class fuses yoga and dance to help students ‘channel energy’

JULIETA RODRIGO
Contributing Writer
sports@fiusm.com

Don’t let the soothing music
and calming voice of a yoga
instructor fool you. Yoga Lab
will get you sweating.
Offered at the Wellness
and Recreation Center at the
Biscayne Bay Campus every
Wednesday from 10 to 11:30
a.m., the class blends traditional
yoga with contemporary styles
of dance.
Yoga Lab was created in
the 2016 spring semester as an
experiment with fusion classes,
according to Bonnie Quiceno,
the class instructor.
“I come from a dance and
theater background,” Quiceno
told Student Media. “[So] it just
made natural sense to me to fuse
dance together with yoga.”
The
class
itself
is
simultaneously relaxing and
rejuvenating. Free yoga mats are
provided so students do not need
to bring one.

The sequence of dance
techniques gets you sweating
and raises your heart rate, while
the calming environment allows
participants to synchronize
their thoughts and breathe in a
soothing way.
At the beginning of class,
Quiceno asked for requests
from students, hoping to address
certain issues in their bodies
or skills they wish to attain.
She guided each student in
finding their comfort level and
gave clear and easy-to-follow
directions throughout.
The class ended with each
student saying goodbye to each
other through “namaste,” a
respectful greeting that means “I
see your soul and bow to you.”
Yoga has a myriad of
benefits for every individual
who incorporates it into their
lifestyle. From the perspective
of college students, yoga helps
with the stress from exams
or relationships, physical and
emotional tension in your body
and even breathing.

“We don’t realize how
important breathing is,” said
Quiceno. “We think we breathe
naturally, but we don’t. We
hold our breath all the time,
especially when we’re tense.”
The more you hold your
breath, Quiceno said, the more
you’re depriving your body of
oxygen, which in turn makes
it harder to study and retain
information.
“I see you guys [students]
come in so stressed, and I know
how it is because I went to
school too,” said Quiceno to the
class. “You have a million hours
worth of stuff to do in one day
and even finding time to eat is
challenging sometimes. I see
you come in here and I see your
faces scrunched up and your
shoulders tight, stressed to the
max and overwhelmed.”
Quiceno said sometimes
people walk in on the verge
of a panic attack, and when
they’ve finished, she sees the
real them — soft and relaxed
and breathing and comfortable

in their body, looking like they
can handle their life now.
“Watching
that
growth,
that’s
amazing.”
Stephen
Blasco, a junior studying
civil engineering, agrees with
Quiceno. “I have seen more
energy [after classes], and I’m
happier.”
Quiceno urged students who
haven’t tried yoga before to give
it a try.
“I know a lot of people are
afraid about yoga because you
see these pictures of people
doing crazy things with their
bodies,” she said. “Every posture
has a basic position, but you
can always modify it to make it
easier or harder. Anybody can
do it.”
Senior
criminal
justice
student, Malika Laurenceau,
said she started taking the class
after a friend introduced it to
her.
“I try to make it to all the
Wednesday classes,” she said.
“It helped me learn to channel
my energy and react proactively

to situations.”
Quiceno recently wrote a
book titled “Don’t Panic: How to
Use Yoga to Survive the College
Experience,” which is expected
to be released on Amazon the
third week of November. As for
what the future holds, Quiceno
said that she would love to take
[the class] out of just this room,
and into the offices with faculty
and staff.
“I would just like to say
that one of my greatest joys is
watching how yoga helps you
guys [students], but one of my
saddest things is that people
don’t realize [the benefits of
yoga],” she said. “What they
don’t realize is by dedicating an
hour and a half to doing a yoga
practice on a regular basis, you
become so much more efficient
and that will in turn give you a
feeling of having more time,”
Quiceno said.
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Brain damage in MMA: How much is too much?
CLUB SPORTS

In the beginning of 2016,
the University launched a new
neuroscience project which gave
them the opportunity to do more
brain research stemming from
various areas, including traumatic
brain injury.
Professors at the Robert Stempel
College of Public Health & Social
KRISTEN KING
Work college hope to find new
information regarding brain injury
using advanced imaging techniques.
This will give them the ability to look and observe the
brain more easily than ever before.
The first case of CTE was recently diagnosed in MMA
fighter Jordan Parsons, who was killed in a hit-and-run
accident earlier this year in Delray Beach. According to
Bennet Omalu, the pathologist responsible for discovering
the disease in football players, there is no connection
between the accident and Parson’s diagnosis.
This is a disease that develops over time so it is
highly unlikely that a traumatic experience such as a car
accident would cause CTE. As of right now, Omalu can
only diagnose the disease in posthumous brain autopsies
so it is possible for a fighter to be unaware of his or her
condition.
While there is entertainment in mixed martial arts,
KRISTEN’S
KORNER

there is also danger. Omalu said the sports world needs to
come together and figure out a solution to this problem, as
it can have devastating effects on these men and women.
Anthony Dick, who serves as FIU’s Cognitive
Neuroscience Program director, associate professor of
psychology and director of the Developmental Cognitive
Neuroscience Laboratory, said that this relatively new
discovery in brain injury has a long way to go in terms
of research.
“When the skull is hit hard enough, the brain floats in
cerebrospinal fluid inside the skull so it can move and
hit the inside of the skull. This may lead to a response in
the brains of some people that leads to CTE, even if the
trauma is not enough to cause a concussion,” said Dick.
As aforementioned, CTE can only be discovered
postmortem. Dick provided an explanation as to why this
is and how that can be changed.
“CTE is defined by looking at cellular-level markers
in postmortem brains, and unfortunately we don’t have
the technology to really do that in living brains. However,
some magnetic resonance imaging methods used in living
people, such as diffusion-weighted imaging of white
matter structure or susceptibility-weighted imaging, may
show changes that are associated with the cellular changes
you can only see in postmortem tissue,” said Dick.
With the mixture of imaging and sensitive behavioral
methods, Dick said, he is hoping that researchers will

pick up on the diagnosis of CTE earlier than postmortem.
As of today, the research surrounding CTE is still
being done by the leaders of the Brain Injury Research
Institute.
For Julian Bailes, lead doctor at the BIRI, the highest
priority in sports is to avoid unnecessary hits to the head.
In a sport like MMA, that may seem impossible, but it’s
not.
With the combination of movement and blocks, fighters
can lessen the damage they generally take in a fight.
Although this may only slightly change the possibility of
developing CTE, it’s a step in the right direction. While
punches and kicks are an integral part of mixed martial
arts, they also come with a dangerous after-effect that
could drastically change the lives of fighters.
Chronic traumatic encephalopathy is a degenerative
disease found in those who have repeatedly suffered from
brain trauma. All athletes have the possibility of suffering
from CTE but the chances of it occurring within mixed
martial arts is heightened due to the amount of damage
they take in a fight.
Kristen’s Korner is a column focusing on issues
that affect students interested in sports. For questions,
commentary or suggestions, email Kristen at kristen.
king@fiusm.com.

SOCCER

Alumnus represents Panthers at national soccer showcase
ALEJANDRO SOLANA
Staff Writer
alejandro.solana@fiusm.com

FIU extends unbeaten streak
to five games after defeating Old
Dominion University 4-1.
The defending Conference
USA champions have secured
their ticket back to the 2016
C-USA men’s soccer tournament
this year for a chance to preserve
their title.
The Panthers (7-6-2, 4-2-1),
lead by Head Coach Scott
Calabrese in his third year at
FIU, defeated the Old Dominion

Monarchs (4-7-2, 1-4-1) by a
final score of 4-1, in Norfolk,
Virginia on Oct. 29.
Redshirt
freshman
Joris
Ahlinvi started things off for the
Panthers scoring his third goal of
the season in the 34th minute of
the game.
Senior Juan Benedetty added
to the scoreboard by converting
a penalty kick in the 72nd minute
for his first goal of the season.
Three minutes later, senior
forward Luis Betancur scored his
third goal of the 2016 season in
the 75th minute.
After ODU converted a

penalty kick of their own for
their first goal of the night, senior
midfielder Jamar Campion-Hinds
finished off the Monarchs with
his first goal of the night, making
it his second of the season.
It’s the first time this season
the Panthers were able to find
the back of the net four times
as they extend their unbeaten
match streak to five games,
winning their last four in a row
over Marshall, Florida Atlantic
University, University of Central
Florida and now ODU.
Catching up with FIU Alumni
Daniel Gonzalez

FIU alumni and standout
soccer player Daniel Gonzalez
has been selected to the final
18-man roster for the U.S.
National Soccer Showcase.
Gonzalez, who started on last
season’s C-USA championship
team, was chosen from a pool
of over 9,500 players across 12
different major U.S. cities.
“I’m happy for Danny,” said
Calabrese. “He was good enough
to get these opportunities, and I
think he performed really well
last season. I’m always happy to
see when our players get better.”
The Miami native played in

20 games last season for the
Panthers, starting in 19. Gonzalez
totaled 18 points during the 2015
campaign, scoring seven goals
and recording four assists.
Now
on
the
National
Showcase roster, Gonzalez will
have the chance to play in front of
scouts from all over the country.
Along with playing in front of
scouts, the 18 players will be
given the chance to be chosen by
professional teams from across
the United States and Mexico.

FOOTBALL

Quarterback ‘upset’ by fourth quarter pick six
JASMINE CASIMIR
Assistant Sports Director
jasmine.casimir@fiusm.com

The Panthers put up a fight against
Middle Tennessee, starting with junior
quarterback Alex McGough.
The Tampa native showed his
athleticism on Oct. 29, as he ended the
night with three touchdowns, 307 passing
yards and 46 rushing yards including a
7-yard run into the endzone.
“I thought he was good,” said interim
Head Coach Ron Cooper. “He competed,
made plays and ran when he needed to
run.”
McGough played through half of
the game with an injury after being
knocked out of bounds. He was evaluated
immediately after, but did not say exactly
what the injury was after the game.
When returning back to the game,

Michael Sloan./The Beacon

Junior quarterback Alex McGough prepares to throw the ball on third-down. McGough
has started eight games for the Panthers during the 2016-2017.
McGough kept the ball on the ground and

made an attempt to jump over a defender

after being one-yard short of a first
down.
“He’s a tough guy, and there’s no
doubt about that,” said Cooper. “What
happened to his wrist and for him to
come back from that, I don’t think I’ve
ever seen it in my life.”
On a drive late in the fourth quarter
where the Panthers were in a position
to take the lead, McGough and his
offense made a decision to pass the ball
and use a high-percentage route that
one of Middle Tennessee’s linebackers
were able to read instantly, resulting in
a pick six for 48 yards costing the game
for the Panthers.
“It was a zone coverage and he
faked me out,” McGough said in the
post-game conference. “I’m very upset
at myself.”

